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The basics
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What’s 
expected



Create your team on Github Classroom

Everyone in the team joins

Commit and push the source code for:
○ An Android project for your interface
○ A Maven project with a web-service

Detailed instructions in the readme file in your repo.

Create and save a Google API key in a key.txt file.

Tag “sprint-0” on master, and push the tag.

Create a release on Jira.

For December 11th 23:59
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Commit and push the source code
● Android project 

○ No specific constraint 
● Maven project

○ Define a basic web service (at least GET operation)
○ Should run with mvn jetty:run

● For both:
○ Only commit and push necessary files (no binaries, no 

hidden files, no IDE settings, etc.)
○ => use a .gitignore file

Code
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Must contain at least:
● Your team name
● The name of the team members
● Description of the contents

○ For the web service:
■ How to build and run the project
■ The URL to call the service at

○ For Android:
■ How to build (and if necessary, what to install)
■ How to test the app (genymotion specific model, 

minimum API level, …)

Readme file
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● Direct link to get a key
○ Google account required
○ Create a new project
○ Name the key
○ Click “create”
○ That’s it!

● Alternatively:
Detailed instructions

Getting a Google API key
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https://console.developers.google.com/flows/enableapi?apiid=maps_backend%2Cgeocoding_backend%2Cdirections_backend%2Cdistance_matrix_backend%2Celevation_backend%2Cplaces_backend&keyType=CLIENT_SIDE&reusekey=true&hl=fr
https://console.developers.google.com/flows/enableapi?apiid=maps_backend%2Cgeocoding_backend%2Cdirections_backend%2Cdistance_matrix_backend%2Celevation_backend%2Cplaces_backend&keyType=CLIENT_SIDE&reusekey=true&hl=fr
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/get-api-key?hl=fr
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/get-api-key?hl=fr


What’s next



● Consider that you know how to identify players

● What are the operations you need to expose?
● What objects do you need to manipulate?
● Define the interface

○ URLS
○ CRUD operations
○ Inputs and outputs

● Identify and separate your tasks

Start defining your web-service
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